RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS

st Race The Top Glade Plate
1
BLAINE
D19-20 - 17

Cl-3y, Maiden

nd Race The Ontario Plate
2
MIDLEXESS

Cl-III, 40-66

12⁄191217

1000 Mts.
62⁄201674

met interference soon after the start.
Jockey has been cautioned for
not riding out his mount to complete advantage in the straight. and was found to be sustained an injury on right-fore leg.
KEEP THE CHANGE
D19-20 - 1712⁄191215 jumped awkwardly inwards and Jockey was observed to have prematurely eased
up his mount as such he has been advised to continue riding his mount till past the Post. 62⁄201675 Jockey reported that his mount leaned
in during the race.

to race and was withdrawn on
at the start.
PLAYER

1600 Mts.

D19-20 - 811⁄19820 was found to be lame by her right-fore leg. As such, the mare was certified unfit
veterinary grounds. 1712⁄191254 lugged-in in the final 200 metres. 141⁄201502 jumped awkwardly outwards
D19-20 - 1810⁄19543 was inclined to lug-in in the straight.

SUPERSTAR SUPREME
D19-20 - 711⁄19735 the Jockey has been cautioned for having sat too far back in the field. 1911⁄19950
was fractious in its Stall and was withdrawn as its Jockey was injured. 241⁄201578 slowly away at the start. 311⁄20(163) Jockey has been
fined for using his whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount.
SEAHORSE
D19-20 - 1012⁄1911710 was slowly away and lost about three lengths. 71⁄2014011 slowly away and lost a
few lengths at the start. and Jockey has been reprimanded for travelling wide from 800 metres onwards for no apparent reason. 241⁄201559
met interference soon after the start.
SPECIAL FIGHTER
D19-20 - 141⁄20(147) met interference approaching 400 meters.
UDAAN
D19-20 - 2611⁄191052 met interference at the start. 1012⁄191152 was slowly away, Jockey has been
cautioned to be more careful and that he should have endeavoured to keep the head of his mount straight & met interference approaching
300 meters. 311⁄201602 was slowly away at the start.
GLOBAL TARGET
D19-20 - 1911⁄19958 began awkwardly at the start. 1012⁄191186 jumped out awkwardly at the start.
5
1
14 ⁄20150 Jockey has been fined for using his whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount. 62⁄2017110 jumped out awkwardly.
LEAVES
D18-19 - 204⁄19(280) was observed to have broken a blood vessel. D19-20 - 811⁄19833 was steadied
momentarily while racing on the inside of near 900 mtres. 1911⁄19900 slowly away and lost about two lengths and was observed to have
broken a blood vessel. 311⁄201613 jumped awkwardly outwards at the start.

rd Race The Noverre Plate
3
MISS BLUE FAIRY

Cl-V, 1-26

1200 Mts.

2111⁄19980

D19-20 was extremely fractious inside its stall. On examination, the filly was found to
have hurt herself and was lame by her right-fore leg, as such was withdrawn. 241⁄201587 jumped out awkwardly. 182⁄201824 jumped out
awkwardly inwards.
SPARTAN X
D19-20 - 1911⁄19916 met interference soon after the start. 1712⁄191228 stumbled and slowly away at
5
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the start. 7 ⁄20145 Jockey has been cautioned for not riding out his mount to complete advantage in the straight.
BHITSKI
D19-20 - 110⁄19334 met interference near 900 metres. 3110⁄19(68) lugged out in the straight.
3
11
26 ⁄19107 met interference passing 1000mts.
MAN MALHARI
D19-20 - 71⁄201415 met interference approaching 100 metres.
MISTER SHAO
D19-20 - 39⁄19116 was tightened while racing on the inside of DHATOORA Between 700 metres to
600 metres. 259⁄19280 the gelding was lame by its left-fore leg (Cannon area), as such, was withdrawn on veterinary grounds. 311⁄201619
was slowly away and lost about 2 lengths.
EXCELLENT GIRL
D19-20 - 711⁄197511 met interference approaching 1200 metres. 1712⁄1912711 jumped out awkwardly
at the start.
PEARL
D19-20 - 1911⁄19906 slowly away and lost about two lengths. 1012⁄191190 was extremely fractious as
such was withdrawn. 141⁄201486 was slowly away and lost about two lengths. 311⁄201650 was extremely fractious, as such, was withdrawn
before coming under Starters orders. 112⁄2018013 fly jumped whereby lost about two lengths.
ASHWA QUEEN
D19-20 - 3110⁄19660 was found lame left fore. As such, the mare was certified unfit to race and was
withdrawn on veterinary grounds. 241⁄201586 Jockey was severely reprimanded for his feeble riding.
TESORO
D19-20 - 710⁄19399 was slowly away. 2111⁄19966 met interference at the start.
AAO SHAO
D19-20 - 110⁄19330 was found to be lame by its right hind leg. As such, the mare was certified unfit to
2
10
race 18 ⁄1953 met interference Passing 200 metres. 1911⁄19915 met interference near 1100 metres and again near 1000 metres.
NOBLE STORM
D18-19 - 214⁄192830 was extremely fractious before being loaded, as such, was withdrawn before
4
coming under starters order. 27 ⁄192913 met interference soon after the start. D19-20 - 39⁄1990 was withdrawn before coming under
Starters orders as the gelding was extremely fractious before being loaded. 3012⁄191359 met interference soon after the start and again
between 1200 meters to 1000 meters. 71⁄201450 was extremely factitious, as such, was withdrawn.
BRIGHT WATERS
D19-20 - 1012⁄191194 hesitated and was slowly away. 1712⁄191239 was slowly away. 112⁄2018012 was
slowly away and was steadied due to lack of room in the final 100 metres.
GIRL POWER
D19-20 - 2910⁄19617 met interference at the start. 141⁄201527 met interference at the start. 311⁄201617
met interference soon after the start.
NEBULOUS
D19-20 - 1411⁄19892 took a fly jump. 1712⁄1912312 jumped out awkwardly at the start. 311⁄201665 slowly
away.

4th Race The Sohna Stud Million

Cl-M, Terms, For horses which were stationed at the Club prior to Monday
30th September 2019.
1200 Mts.

JEWELLER
D19-20 - 71⁄201446 travelled wide while negotiating the final bend. 241⁄20(153) Jockey eported that
his mount was very fractious inside the stalls and took an awkward jump due to which his left leg came out of the stirrup , which he could
regain near 700 meters. 311⁄201645 met interference soon after the start.
ASHWA MUDRIKA
D19-20 - 311⁄201642 met interference soon after the start.
MISS ENABLE
D19-20 - 3012⁄191347 Jockey reported that his left leg brushed the Gate as the filly jumped awkwardly
whereby his left leg came out of the stirrup which he could not regain through-out the race. 112⁄20(174) lugged out in the straight, the
filly was inclined to lean outwards through-out the race.
ASHWA HAITHER
D19-20 - 62⁄201676 met interference and was steadied off the heels of LODGE KEEPER approaching
300 metres. and ran erratically in the straight and was steadied and ridden in check due to lack of room while racing behind KEEP THE
CHANGE in the final 100 metres.
ASHWA SAMIRA
D19-20 - 3012⁄191342 jumped out awkwardly inward at the start. and was found to have a minor injury
in mouth, with no racing significance. 71⁄201440 was found to be lame by her right hind leg and was certified unfit to race and the filly was
withdrawn. 311⁄201644 did not get a clear run and was ridden in check in the final 100 metres.
LIVELY
D19-20 - 1712⁄191214 met interference soon after the start. 311⁄2016411 threw its head up and swerved
inwards, failing to raise a fluent gallop, thereby losing considerable ground.
WAKEFUL
D19-20 - 3012⁄191340 was extremely fractious before being loaded, as such, was withdrawn before
coming under starters order. 241⁄201535 was forced to travel wide approaching 900 meters. and took a fly jump.

th Race The Rafah Plate Div - I
5
CUNCHO
D19-20 - 26

11⁄191034 Jockey reported
travelled wide in the middle stages of the race. 3012⁄191382 travelled wide
to have an injury on the right hind leg- withdrawn. 62⁄2017212 slowly away.

Cl-IV, 20-46

1100 Mts.

that his mount lugged-out during the race and his mount
Between 600 metres and 400 metres. 71⁄201430 was found

GLENEAGLES
D19-20 - 711⁄19736 Jockey reported that his mount did not gallop fluently during the race. 311⁄201635
was slowly away and lost about 2 lengths. 112⁄201778 reared up as the start was affected and was slowly away.
SURAAGNA
D19-20 - 139⁄19132 was slowly away and lost about two lengths. 711⁄19(77) revealed that the mare
had sustained an injury on her right hind leg. 811⁄19790 had sustained an injury on her right-hind leg during the race. 1012⁄191140 was
extremely fractious, as such, was withdrawn. 3012⁄191385 received checked soon after start. and was found to have sustained a cut injury
on her right-hind tendon.
AMAZING INFERNO
D19-20 - 62⁄2017214 met interference passing 900 metres. 112⁄2017710 met interference passing 1000
meters.
BLAVATSKY
D19-20 - 311⁄201658 jumped out awkwardly at the start.
DARJEELING

D19-20 - 112⁄201777 met interference and was steadied at the start and again passing 1000 meters.

LOVELY BOY
D19-20 - 112⁄201780 was found to be lame by its right fore as such was withdrawn before coming
under Starters order.
MR SINGH
D19-20 - 1911⁄19904 Jockey suspend for unsatisfactory riding. 182⁄20(182) met interference near 1100
meters.
NOOR
D18-19 - 124⁄19(259) shifted inwards approaching 900 metres. 154⁄192696 slow to begin and met
interference at the start. D19-20 - 1810⁄19542 Jockey has been fined for using his whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount.
811⁄19780 had sustained an injury on its head while being saddled, as such, the mare was certified unfit to race.
OSCAR NOMINATED
D19-20 - 2412⁄191300 was examined at the Starting Gate and was found to be lame by the right fore
leg and was withdrawn before coming under starters order. 112⁄201776 was slowly away.
MASTER NOVAK
D19-20 - 71⁄201439 met interference soon after the start and again Approaching 900 metres.
5
2
11 ⁄20178 met interference and was steadied near 300 metres
GALLOP AWAY
D19-20 - 1710⁄19446 met interference at the start & the gelding was found to have trailed the field
9
1
again. 14 ⁄20147 Jockeys asked to continue riding his mount till past the post.
HAKUNA MATATA
D19-20 - 711⁄19770 was found to have broken a blood vessel was certified unfitto race. 62⁄201733
Jockey has been cautioned for allowing his munt to shift outwards under the use of the whip in the final 200 metres.
TERRIFIC
D19-20 - 182⁄2018511 met interference passing 300 metres.

th Race The Rafah Plate Div - II
6
RED APPLE
D19-20 - 19

11⁄19914

Cl-IV, 20-46

1100 Mts.

met interference soon after the start and again near 1000 metres, leaned in near
1100 metres. 62⁄201688 received checked approaching 900 meters. 112⁄20(180) met interference passing 900 metres.
LOVELY GIRL
D19-20 - 71⁄2014310 met interference approaching 900 metres. 241⁄2015513 Jockey unnecessarily
restrained his mount thereby resulting in it getting its head up and loosing ground shortly after the start. He was fined. 62⁄201724 received
check passing 900 metres.
FAR AWAY
D18-19 - 274⁄192940 found to be lame on left-fore leg. As such, the mare was certified unfit to race
and was withdrawn on veterinary grounds. D19-20 - 278⁄1913 Jockey cautioned for failing to exhibit vigorousness on his mount during
the race. 241⁄201550 was extremely fractious before being loaded as such was withdrawn before coming under starters orders.
182⁄2018413 was slowly away.

RED APPLE
D19-20 - 1911⁄19914 met interference soon after the start and again near 1000 metres, leaned in near
8
2
1100 metres. 6 ⁄20168 received checked approaching 900 meters. 112⁄20(180) met interference passing 900 metres.
EXTREME DESIRE
D19-20 - 179⁄19226 jumped out awkwardly and was slowly away & was inclined to lug-in in near 300
6
10
metres for a brief period. 1 ⁄1932 met interference at the start. 3110⁄19667 was observed to have broken a blood vessel. 62⁄201725
received check passing 900 metres.
NICHE ORGANIC
D19-20 - 1712⁄19(123) met interference at the start. 112⁄201799 was slowly away and lost about 2
lengths.
RANNVIJAY
D19-20 - 1712⁄191269 met interferene passing 900 metres.
CONQUERING BID
D19-20 - 2412⁄19(132) App reported that his mount was inclined to lean in throughout the race and at
the start 311⁄201605 jumped out awkwardly at the start and Jockey reported that his mount jumped out awkwardly due to which he lost
his right stirrup, which he regained shortly. and Jockey has been reprimanded for his feeble riding in the straight. He has been informed
that a similar riding effort will attract disciplinary action against him. 62⁄201727 met interference passing 900 metres. 112⁄201786 reared
up as the start was affected and was slowly away. 182⁄201858 did not get a clear run in the concluding stages of the race.
PERSONAL LEGEND
D19-20 - 3110⁄19660 was found to be lame by the left-fore leg. As such, the mare was certified unfit to
race and was withdrawn on veterinary grounds. 1012⁄191157 Jockey, has been fined for failing to follow the instructions and warned for
the future. 71⁄201412 Jockey was observed to have dropped his hands before passing the Post. 241⁄201569 Jockey reported that his
mount was fractious inside the stall as the start was effected. 62⁄201730 hesitated and jumped out awkwardly, unbalancing its Rider who
was dislodged.
PRINCESS ELENA
D19-20 - 1712⁄191265 was slowly away and met interferene passing 900 metres. 311⁄201616 swerved
in and lost ground at the start and met interference passing 1400 metres. 112⁄201796 jumped out awkwardly and lost about 2 lengths.
PRINCESS BEAUTY
D19-20 - 811⁄19836 jumped out awkwardly at the start. 1712⁄191275 jumped out awkwardly at the start.
10
1
1
7 ⁄20141 was slowly away. 14 ⁄2014810 planted and took no practical part in the race.
MASTER VANPERISE
D19-20 - 3012⁄191398 travelled wide passing 900 metres.
NICHE CURRENCY

D19-20 - 311⁄2016110 jumped awkwardly inwards and met interference at the start.

